
EuroForm® PowerFlash 200

Flash Memory Storage
for your printer

How does it work?

The EuroForm PowerFlash 200 is a cost effective way of controlling your
printed output to ensure that your corporate design guidelines are
followed and of streamlining your printing processes.

You already know the problem; a telephone number is changed or the legal department
makes a small adjustment of the terms and conditions and suddenly a lot of your pre-
printed writing paper is out of date and
useless. Or maybe a mailing action with a
product photograph and a scanned
signature takes a long time to print and ties
up the whole network.

Have you considered that you could make
cost and time savings by shifting the
responsibility to your printer? The EuroForm
PowerFlash 200 do just that. By offering you a secure, non-volatile memory in your printer,
you can store all sorts of relevant, reusable data where you need it, without filling up
your store-room or your computer network. And while the management of the data in
your EuroForm PowerFlash 200 is easy, you can use it for all sorts of quasi-permanent
data, from forms to fonts, from legal text to logos.

The EuroForm PowerFlash 200 is inserted in your HP LaserJet printer like any other
memory extension. Using pre-defined code sequences you can then store data and macros
securely in the memory, data that is maintained even when the printer is turned off. The
data can be managed from any computer with access to the printer – the easiest way is to
use the EuroForm Forms and Font Manager software (described in its own data sheet).

By using your own specific codes in the job that you send to the printer, you can trigger
the stored data. This can be the parsing of the incoming data to fill out a pre-stored
form, adding a company logo in the correct place on a letter, or adding a barcode or
your terms and conditions to an invoice – the possibilities are limited only by your
imagination.
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Characteristics

Areas of application

Special Features

Supported printers

Color in
the office

Print on
demand

ERP
Solution

Cost
reduction

• Store special or corporate typefaces, bitmaps, logos or even signatures for consistent
and immediate use on the printer

• Reduce network load
• Enabling cost savings through elimination of the need for pre-printed forms
• Easy remote management and update of content
• Increased security through password protection of content

• Implementation of electronic forms and letterheads
• Make logos, signatures, special fonts, and images available directly from the printer

• Easy to install – just plug into a free memory slot in the printer
• Immediate use with the included EuroForm Forms and Font Manager software
• Cross-platform used independently of operating system and application (e.g. SAP R/3,

XAL, etc.)

Most HP LaserJet printers, Color LaserJet printers and MFP (Multi Function Printer) devices
are supported.
For a specific list of supported devices, please refer to:
http://www.euroform.com/powerflash200

EuroForm Technologies have created a range of solutions that integrate with HP LaserJet printers to
enhance your business.

EuroForm Barcode 100 EuroForm BusinessCard EuroForm JetAdvice®

EuroForm JetLogoTM EuroForm FFM EuroForm FlashStorage
EuroForm IPDS 100 EuroForm PowerFlash 200 EuroForm ThinPrint

Visit http://www.euroform.com for detailed information about how EuroForm Technologies can help you get
the most out of your HP LaserJet.


